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CALL FOR ABSTRACTS 
 

Share your work, network with colleagues, and add innovations to 

your practice! The CSU Shiley Institute for Palliative Care is 

pleased to announce its call for abstracts for the 2020 National 

Symposium for Academic Palliative Care Education and 

Research, where palliative care professionals, faculty, and 

students from across the country will be convening to hear from 

national experts; present their research, pedagogical, and/or 

clinical advances; and network with colleagues. 

The Symposium will be held at the Sheraton San Diego Hotel & 

Marina in sunny San Diego, October 8 – 9, 2020. 

The theme for the 2020 Symposium is Palliative Care: Inclusive, 

Integrative, & Interprofessional. Abstracts for an individual paper, 

panel session, workshop or poster related to the Symposium theme 

are invited. Submitters for this year are particularly encouraged to 

share their scholarship, research, or practice innovations that 

demonstrate inclusivity, take action to address barriers to palliative 

care access for people, promote cultural understanding, or advance 

teamwork among the professions in palliative care. 

College and university faculty, healthcare practitioners, post-

doctoral fellows, students, and anyone engaged in designing 

and delivering curriculum, performing research, or providing 

instruction and oversight of professionals in training are 

encouraged to submit an abstract to present at this 

multidisciplinary conference, which brings together educators, 

researchers, and practitioners from across the US. 

Examples of topics: 

• Advancement of interdisciplinary/interprofessional 

pedagogical or clinical experiences 

• Promoting inclusivity, including increasing access to 
palliative care by diverse populations addressing social 
determinants of health  

• Meeting the needs of unique populations across 

the lifespan: underserved groups, veterans, 

homeless people, immigrants, refugees, and 

others 

• Practice across settings 

• Use of integrative care or approaches 

• Telehealth 

• Ethical challenges 

• Pediatric palliative care 

• Narrative pedagogy, practice, or research 

• Engaging stakeholders 

• Student research 

                                  Abstract submission is open February 3 through midnight March 29, 2020. 

ABSTRACT DETAILS 
To complete your abstract submission, you will include: 

• Your contact information, credentials, title, and bio 

• Proposal Title: clear and concise, informative, reflective of 
the content, maximum 10 words 

• Presentation type 

◇ Individual Paper (Podium) 

◇ Panel Session 

◇ Workshop 

◇ Poster 

• Abstract summary, maximum 400 words  

• A 100-word summary of the presentation for 

publishing in the program 

• Two or more learning objectives with an action verb 
following the phrase: “At the conclusion of this session or 
poster review, the participants will be able to.…” maximum 
20 words 

• Details of presentation 

◇ Workshops 

• Describe workshop 

• List teaching or interactive method to be used 

◇ Individual Paper (Podium) 

• Describe research, creative activity, or scholarship 

• List potential recommendations or application 

◇ Poster 

• Describe research, creative activity, or scholarship 

• List potential recommendations or application 

• Include research background, study aims, methods, 
results, conclusion 

◇ Panel sessions (2 or more presenters) 

• Describe the theme 

• Describe each section of the panel  

• List panel organizer and panel members 

• For all podium, panel or poster on research findings 
include: 

◇ Background 

◇ Study aims 

◇ Study methods (design, sample, measures) 

◇ Results 

◇ Conclusions 

• Primary focus of presentation 

◇ Teaching 

◇ Research 

◇ Practice  

• List of co-presenters or additional authors  

• Completed Disclosure of Financial Interests form 

• Approval of terms and conditions 

For paper (podium) submissions, the application will 

allow you to select Yes or No to present your paper as 

a poster, should it not be selected as a paper. 

Submission of the application constitutes a 

commitment by the author(s) to present, and to be 

photographed or video-recorded at the conference. 

Rough draft or first draft of presentation materials will be 

due Monday, Sept. 14, 2020; final presentation files are 

due Monday, October 5, 2020.  
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